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Technical / Tactical

U8 - Dribbling to beat an opponent

Tactical / Technical

WARM-UP
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Gate Dribbling:
* Look to see that players are keeping the ball close
In a 20x25 yard grid set up 5 to 7 gates (two cones about 2 and under control
yd apart).
* Ask players to use different parts of their feet - inside,
All players with a ball must dribble through the gate in
outside, laces. Change directions using inside OR
order to score a point.
outside of the foot
Coach: Have players keep count of how many points they
scored in 30 seconds. Repeat asking the players to beat the * Ask players to accelerate (speed up) after they go
score by one or more points.
through a gate.
Version 2: Add “bandits” or defenders

* Head up to see the next gate

ACTIVITY 1
Organization

Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points

Gate Dribbling With Bandits:
In a 20x25 yard grid set up 5 to 7 gates (two cones
about 2 yd apart).

* Look to see that players are keeping the ball
close and under control

Coach: Play multiple 1-2 minute games.

* Head up to see the next gate and look for
"space" away from defenders

* Change directions using inside OR outside of
Players are dribbling through gates to score. Bandits the foot
are trying to steal the ball. When the bandit steals
the soccer ball, the player that lost the ball becomes * Ask players to accelerate (speed up) after they
the bandit. Ask kids to keep track of their score.
go through a gate.

ACTIVITY 2
Organization

Key Coaching Points

2v2 to 4 Goals:

Click to insert session diagram

* Look to see that players are keeping the ball
close and under control

Using a 20x25 yard grid, make two 2 yard goals with
cones close to the each corners of each end line.
* Head up to look for "space" away from
Players will score by dribbling or passing through
defenders and to look for undefended goal.
EITHER of the two goals they are attacking.
* Use inside, outside, and laces to control ball.
Play 2 minute games then rotate players.

GAME
Organization
Game (3v3 or 4v4):
Click to insert session diagram

Key Coaching Points
* Reinforce all coaching points from previous
activities

Play a game using a 20x25 yard field. Use cones to
make small goals (4-5 feet wide). Use normal game * Encourage players to dribble and look for
rules.
"space" away from defenders.
May also use this time to scrimmage against
another team 4v4 using a full field.
Variation: If you find the ball is going out of play a
lot, roll a new ball into play whenever a ball goes
out to keep game moving.
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* How can players get to space behind
defenders?
--Push the ball past the defender and attack it.
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